INTRODUCING

Driving insight-led performance.

AVA (Advanced Visual Analytics) is a new platform designed to deliver greater simplicity
in managing your workers compensation portfolio. AVA provides the clarity your business
needs to drive insight-led performance, delivering data insights, trend analysis and
reporting to help you make decisions with confidence.

AVA can transform your Workers Compensation portfolio.
Discover insights quickly.

Unlock new opportunities.

With all workers compensation data in one platform,
businesses have full visibility of risks and claims through a
visual dashboard that allows insights to be quickly surfaced.
Data can be segmented by criteria such as claim type,
location, demographics and more – helping with cost analysis,
forecasts and risk profiles, as well as opening up the possibility
of reduced premiums through risk mitigation.

AVA helps empower businesses to identify opportunities
to improve performance. Being able to view your entire
portfolio helps you prioritise the most important open claims.
The ability to access exception reporting allows for the
identification of claims at risk of high costs, poor return-towork rates, litigation or rehab intervention.

•
•

Visual dashboard for quick and easy comprehension

•

Trend analysis with access to up to 15 years of data*

Customised analysis providing segmented data
by different criteria

• Track and report to assess actions and strategies over time
• Flexibility to receive scheduled reporting
• Ability to export tailored excel or PDF reporting to meet
your needs

Make informed decisions.
With detailed claims and premium intelligence, your business
has the opportunity to collaborate more efficiently with teams
on the same page.

• One platform providing full visibility of company-wide data
• Greater transparency makes claims reviews more effective

Have confidence in data.
AVA is designed to keep your data secure and accurate.
And with regular updates, AVA can assist businesses
in making informed risk management decisions with
real time data.

• Up-to-date information for informed decision making
• Easy accessible data with no manual manipulation
required

* The amount of data available to Allianz will vary from business to business depending upon how much data a business has provided to Allianz and the length of their Workers
Compensation relationship with Allianz.
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A platform for better insight and risk management.
The AVA platform uses the power of data analytics to drive more visible, more measurable and
more robust workplace practices. Here’s an overview of its key features.

A
 VA Snapshot – provides a great summary. Snapshot is ideal for management and Board
reporting. It offers a performance summary on premium and claims performance trends, with breakdowns
by jurisdiction and cost centres, including cash flow and development.
 AVA Now – helps report on day-to-day claims management. Now features a rolling
dashboard that alerts users to claims lodged with Allianz around the country, allowing companies
to quickly act on claims and areas of risk.

AVA Explore – provides a deep dive into portfolios. Explore includes analysis of metrics over
time – such as claim status, injury frequency rates, incurred costs, injury nature and secondary psychological
claims. It assists users to get to the bottom of any emerging issues, right down to an individual claim level.
AVA Insights – helps you keep your finger on the pulse. Insights monitors trends to generate
insights as to where costs and injuries are coming from, e.g. tracking where there has been material incurred
movements. It also allows monitoring of high profile claims, such as high cost, declined, primary psychological
and fatality claims.

AVA Support – answers to common questions. AVA support has quick links to relevant information.
It also includes a glossary which explains how some of the calculations are derived and/or how to get the
most out of each graph.

An invaluable resource for your business.
AVA provides a comprehensive overview of risks and claims – providing the information to help you stay empowered and informed
in one smart platform. As such, it can be used by a range of people, including:

•

Return to Work Co-ordinator:
helping keep track of injury management
requirements

•

Human Resource Manager:
providing the necessary visibility and information to help
implement effective workers compensation policies

•

Workers Compensation Manager:
helping manage the claims process and accurately
report on liability

•

Senior Management/Chief Financial Officer:
providing an overview to support decision making and
minismise financial loss

•

Site Manager:
helping understand the company’s current profile
and where the risks lie

•

Brokers:
providing trends and insights to keep everyone
on the same page

To learn more about AVA and how it can support
your business, speak to your Allianz Account Manager.
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